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Organisations today need to navigate in ever-changing market conditions. This
requires integrated, real time insights and a common view of the business across
all dimensions.
Analytics is fast becoming a decision-making process rather than a supportive tool
Organisations are looking for enterprise level competencies as opposed to tactical
engagements. They require a data centric approach that collates structured and
unstructured data from diversified sources and analysis leading to meaningful
insights.
KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS

Value Proposition

•

Real time business insight

Global Minds aims to simplify your organisation's data driven reporting challenges

•

Experienced cloud knowledge

by designing simplified reports in Oracle Cloud Applications. We achieve our goal

•

Industry and domain expertise

by utilising our pre-build and reusable repository that has over 100,000 Oracle Cloud

•

Faster time to value

based dashboards and reporting packs for management and regulatory

•

Fixed priced, reduced cost and risk

submissions.

•

Low TCO

•

Totally supported

The Reporting solution set includes a selection of pre-built dashboards and reports
based on best practice KPIs. The whole solution set is based on a pre-built data
model and data pipeline from Oracle Cloud Fusion which is synced with Oracle
Cloud Fusion release cycles.

We have a set of comprehensive predesigned financials reporting packs from ledger
balances to consolidations and financial submissions packs including cashflow,
regulatory reporting, company house submission with IFRS, GAAP accounting
requirements.
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We undertake fixed priced design and development of 100 reports for your projects
and additionally a 100 reports per year service. We have a large reporting factory
which can make changes to the reports from the pre-built report sets or develop new
custom reports. Most of the customisation requirements can be gathered with a
single phone call, as we have specialists including Chartered accountants, industry
experts and regulatory compliance experts who can understand your requirement
quickly and accurately. In most cases we have reports already available within our
pre-built pack that can be deployed with no or minor changes.
KEY FEATURES

•

Best practice KPIs

•

Pre-built

•

Customisable

•

Interactive

•

Drill downs

•

Real-time

•

Integrated with Fusion

•

Multiple sources

•

Stable and robust

•

Continuous support

Data Driven approach – Connectivity of data & integration options

SOLUTION CATALOGUE

We have made several pre-built analytics packs available to be readily deployed. A
•

Financial Dashboards

•

KPI Reporting

•

Enterprise Planning, Financial

•

Regulatory Reporting

•

Spend Analysis

•

Procure To Pay Analysis

•

Customer and Supplier Analysis

•

Industry based Dashboards

•

Department based Dashboards

•

Regions, Sectors Dashboards

few examples of the packs are included in our Solution Catalogue.

and many more…

Summary
A Data-driven approach is the future of enterprise business. In the data-driven
enterprise, data and analytics are no longer after thoughts — they are seen as
fundamental to digital business transformation.
Let the GML reporting factory help you derive meaningful actionable analytics
across all your data sources in a quick and cost effective way.
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